Abstract-Present credential disclosure technique requires disclosing more than one credential to establish a trust during Automated Trust Negotiation (ATN), which is time consuming and requires additional burden of credential management. An integrated credential approach is proposed for solving above mentioned problem. This approach is primarily designed for TrustBuilder2 framework. Credential integration approach requires incorporating all the available credentials of an individual into single credential. The privacy of integrated credential is achieved by associating policy that setup conditions for credential disclosure. During ATN the entire content of the credential is not shown only those content which is required for establishing trust are exhibited. These approaches assure the privacy protection while undergoing Trust negotiation.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the age of information technology, saving the resources available in the open environment, from intruders is a prime concern. Examining a trustworthiness of an individual before releasing a resource is another main concern.
Property-based digital credential [1] is on-line analogous of paper credential that people carry in their wallets [2] . It acts as a digital identity of an individual. A credential contains attributes about the credential owner asserted by the credential issuer, usually represented as name/value pairs [2] . The most widely used certificate standard is X.509v3. [X509, 1997] . ATN [2] - [4] is guided by a set of credentials and policies. We might be interested from where the credentials are issued? To summarize a complex process, credentials are issued by the same kinds of organizations that issue paper credential today. To avoid attack, credentials are issued typically offline and then either securely distributed to their new owners or made available for pickup in a semi public database [2] . To get a particular resources or services we need to fulfill certain requirements which are defined by the policies and here requirement means credential, this is how a trust is established in ATN. The main problem with existing trust negotiation system are, they need to undergo several rounds of credentials exchange for establishing a trust that prolongs the duration of trust establishment and in the meantime credentials contents are shown which are not essential for trust establishment but may lead to the information misuse in future. For ex. Tian wants to hire a motor vehicle, in order to hire, he needs to prove that he has a valid license, and a valid credit card, if he fulfills this condition he can hire a vehicle. In this case, if Tian has single credential which contains both information of credit card and vehicle license than he can establish a trust by disclosing a single credential instead of two, which saves the negotiation time, and removes extra burden of credential management.
The main objective of this paper is to provide guidance on how credential can be integrated and its disclosed number is limited along with privacy preserved in open and distributed environment? A mechanism for minimum credential disclosure in ATN is proposed. The main highlights of our work is listed below 1) Designing an approach for minimal disclosure of credential during ATN. To achieve this goal we use the concept of Single Credential in which all the available credentials of an individual is incorporated into single credential that minimizes the number of credentials to disclose and removes the extra burden of an individual to manage different credentials. 2) Associating a policy with integrated credentials for ensuring security from intruders and IOManipulation module of TrustBuilder2 [5] - [7] framework is redefined in order to remove the feature of credential transparency while undergoing ATN, i.e. , only those fields of credential is disclosed to the peer which are required for satisfying policies, other attributes / value pairs will be hidden. This is an approach for preserving privacy. 3) Our credential is an uncertified credential as there are no certifying authorities and is analyzed in TrustBuilder2 framework.
II. RELATED WORK
There is mainly two different credential disclosure policies Eager strategy and parsimonious strategy [4] , Eager Strategy is simple and efficient and leads to successful negotiation whenever necessary whenever possible. While in parsimonious strategy exchange credentials request that focus on credential exchange, gaining disclosure minimality.
Ryan D. Jarvis in his research work proposed selective disclosure principle [8] to prevent the unnecessary disclosure of irrelevant but privacy-sensitive credentials attributes. Credentials that are setup for selective attribute disclosure are called selective disclosure credentials. When a selective disclosure credential is disclosed, the owner can hide certain attributes in such a way that the negotiation partner cannot find out what their attribute-values are, but still verify that the credential as a whole is valid. The first work on selective disclosure was done by Holt et al., which was later extended by the work of Jarvis. They proposed a system based on bit-commitment and blind signatures. Bertino et al., proposed a similar system as of Jarvis without blind signature. They called them privacy-enhanced credentials [9] which are designed to be incorporated in the Trust-X trust negotiation framework. Privacy enhanced credentials are different from selective disclosure credentials in that the credential contents are explicitly separated from the credential self.
The earlier version of TrustBuilder2 was TrustBuilder1 which was implemented in java and it supports the use of X.509 certificates to encode attributes and XML to represent policies written using the IBM Trust Policy Language (TPL) [10] . The IBM Trust Establishment (TE) compliance checkers is used to determine whether a certain set of credentials satisfies a given policy. TrustBuilder1 has been embedded into an implementation of Transport Layer Security (TLS) and several other protocols to demonstrate the applicability of trust negotiation in existing systems. But the main drawback with TrustBuilder1 was it supports only one credential format, one policy language and one trust negotiation strategy.
Later on, TrustBuilder2 was introduced; it is a fully-configurable and extensible framework for developing and experimenting with trust negotiation protocols and system components. The functionality of the TrustBuilder2 can be easily extended by developing various plug-ins that can be loaded by the TrustBuilder2 runtime system and be used in place of, or in addition to, the system components provided with TrustBuilder2.
III. MECHANISM FOR MINIMUM CREDENTIAL DISCLOSURE
WITH PRESERVED PRIVACY In most of the existing ATN system, the credentials are stored independently; to get resources we need to exhibit more than one credential which is simply time consuming, it will be effective if we are able to integrate all the available credential of an individual into a single credential. This is an approach for minimizing the disclosed number of credential.
The next highlight of our work is preserving privacy; we give two approaches for preserving privacy of a credential. The first approach is associating the policy within the credential which ensures its disclosure to valid peer. The second approach is redefining the IOM anipulation module of TrustBuilder2 framework. The redefinition of module assures limited disclosure of attributes and its corresponding value of a credential. But never means it won't be able to satisfy the requirements mentioned in a policy. Only those contents of the credential which are required for satisfying the policy are disclosed and the remaining content is hidden. These are an approach through which we can preserve the privacy. We will be using both i.e. assigning a policy to credential whose contents needs to be preserved and when the credential are used for ATN, only the limited viewing of credential contents is allowed.
To verify it we will use Jess (Java Expert System Shell) [11] for defining credentials and policies.
IV. CLOUSEAU COMPLIANCE CHECKER
As we are using TrustBuilder2 framework for verification, which uses CLOUSEAU compliance checker to find all satisfying sets of credentials for a given policy. The CLOUSEAU compliance checker is able to efficiently find all satisfying sets for a given policy because it reformulates this problem as an instance of the many pattern/many object pattern match problem. That is, if we treat policies as patterns and credentials as objects, the problem of findings all satisfying sets for a given policy reduces to finding all ways that our "objects " can match the specified "patterns." The CLOUSEAU compliance checker was built on top of Jess.
A. Representing Objects CLOUSEAU represents policies as Jess rules which place the constraints on the credentials and credential chains needed to access various resources. The file jess_defs.clp included in the config/jess directory of the Trustbuilder2 distribution specifies these formats. The few portion of the jess_defs.clp is shown below in the table. As shown in Fig. 1 the credential consists of 6 fields, as per the requirements number of fields can be increased or decreased. It consists of unique identifier, an issuer name, a finger print, a Boolean indicating the proof-of-ownership which is by default set to false, and a data structure mapping the other field names used by the credential to their values. We aren't considering finger print field of a credential description in our ex.
B. Defining Policies
After the credential has been defined the next step is to define the policies to control the access of resources and credentials. In CLOUSEAU, policies take the form of one or more Jess rules. The left hand side of each rule places constraints on the credentials and claims required to satisfy the policy. The right hand side can either assert some intermediate result that can be used by other rules making up the policy, or can assert that the policy has been satisfied. The ex. of policy is shown in Fig. 6 . The Jess definition for policy satisfaction is defined by a "satisfaction" object type in jess_defs.clp is shown in Fig. 2 . A satisfaction object holds a name describing the In this section the integration of newly defined credential and policies into the TrustBuilder2 framework will be described and we compare its result with the previous non integrated credential representation. We will begin this section by describing the scenario in which the trust establishment has to be made:
A. The Scenerio Our scenario was designed to mimic a trust negotiation scenario that might take place in one branch (Acme Springfield) of a national-scale corporation (Acme Fabrication). In this scenario, an employee wants to access a file server containing sensitive files related to "Project_x." The policy protecting the Project_x file repository states that an authorized entity must be a full-time employee of Acme Spring field that has a sensitive document training certification, works in department 2400 -2499 and was granted an "access exception" for Project_x by either Alice or Bob. This policy is thought to be a reasonable example of a negotiation that one might see in a large corporation as it is much simpler than managing a long access control list, but also includes provisions for the explicit white-listing of people who are not authorized by the blanket policy. Furthermore, entities on the white list can easily be traced back to the employee authorizing them.
The client in our scenario has a valid employee ID stating that he is a fulltime employee in department 2442 of Acme Spring field, a sensitive documents training credential, and an access exception issued by Bob.
In the above case to establish a trust user should possess three different credentials, first credential showing that s/he is a full time employee working in department 2442, second credential showing that s/he has got sensitive document training, and third credential showing that s/he has got an access exception issued by Bob or Alice. In this example instead of using three credentials we integrate these three credentials into one. The access to this credential is preserved by assigning policy to it. The policy incorporated within credential defines that for exhibiting a credential the server must prove, it is operated by Acme Springfield as shown in Fig. 8 . Fig. 3 . Snapshot of credential chain satisfying policy of Fig. 8 . 7 illustrates the example negotiation scenario graphically. The first two messages exchanged during the negotiation contain configuration information used by TrustBuilder2 to establish the parameters for the negotiation session. The second message sent by the client indicates his interest in accessing the file server associated with Project_x. The second message sent by the file server releases the policy protecting this file server to the client. The client can satisfy this policy, but is not willing to disclose his integrated credential having security clearance or access exception unless the server can prove that it is operated by (defrule fte-docs-24xx (employeeId (empType "FTE") (org ?org) (Training ?training) (access Exception ?excaption) (chain $?c1)) (test (and (<= 2400 ?org) (> 2500 ?org))) (test (eq "Sensitive Document Training" ?training)) (or (test (eq "Bob" ?excaption)) (test (eq "Alice" ?excaption))) => (assert (satisfaction (resource-name project_x) (credentials (?c1))))) Acme Spring field. As such, the third message sent by the client discloses the release policy protecting the integrated credentials which contains this information. Server then discloses the credential chain that identifies the file service as operated by Acme Spring field. The client verifies this credential chain and the proof-of-ownership associated with the leaf credential in the chain and then discloses his integrated credential which consists of Access Exception issued by Bob, Sensitive Document Training and his employee ID to the file server. The file server verifies the proof-of -ownership associated with the credentials and then grants the client access to the service. While integrating the credentials we assume that as Charlie works in Acme Springfield then this company will held the responsibility of credential integration and after credential integration it will be referred as an issuer. Charlie after each time obtaining the new credentials will go to the Acme Springfield for integration. The Fig. 4 shows the credentials of Charlie before they were integrated and after the credential is been integrated by Acme Springfield. Fig. 5 shows the integrated version of Charlie's Credential.
After the credential is integrated policy is written accordingly to safeguard the credential. The new defined policy for credential disclosure is shown in Fig. 8 . We are giving two approaches for preserving privacy during ATN.
The first approach is associating policy within the credential Fig. 8 shows policy for preserving integrated credential. The peer must be able to satisfy the condition defined in the policy before credential is disclosed. The second approach is redefining IOM anipulation module of TrustBuilder2 framework. Presently, during ATN the framework discloses the entire content of credential, which may result information misuse. To overcome this problem we have disabled credential visibility feature by redefining the module. This ensures limited disclosure of credential content. When a credential is used during trust negotiation, only those contents which are essential for satisfying trust are disclosed the remaining contents are hidden. These two approaches provide enough means for preserving privacy.
VI. EXPERIMENT
We used the trust negotiation scenario of section V.A for conducting an experiment. In experiment, a client application made a TCP connection to a server application and carried out the trust negotiation described by Fig. 7 using an Object Output Stream to write Trust Messages to the remote server and an Object Input Stream to read response Trust Messages. When the negotiation succeeded, the client will automatically disconnect from the server. This entire process was repeated 100 times. The client and server applications were both executed from the system command prompt using JDK1.6.0, Jess 7.1p2, Bouncy castle crypto API supporting JDK 1.5 or higher and TrustBuilder2 framework. This experiment was designed to study the average execution time of a trust negotiation session and space occupied by credential along with preserved privacy.
In our experiments, the TrustBuilder2 objects used by the client and server processes supports only the use of X.509 credentials encoded as X509 Credential Brick objects. All X.509 credentials used during this scenario has encoded RSA key pairs. Further, each credential was represented as a unique X.509 certificate with its own key pair. Both the client and server processes support the use of the CLOUSEAU compliance checker. The strategy used by both parties was the variant of the TrustBuilder1 relevant strategy that is implemented by the Maximum Relevant Strategy class included in the TrustBuilder2 distribution. Credential chains were built using the Simple Chain Builder class and verified using the Root to Leaf verifier class. The IOM anipulation Module are enabled at both the client and server. The experiments described above were run using a single machine, as we were more interested in the computational costs of the trust negotiation. The machine that we used had Intel Pentium(R) D 2.8GHz processor, 1.5 GB RAM, and was running Microsoft Windows XP Service Pack 2.
VII. RESULT
We have conducted the experiment in above mentioned environment, using both independent credentials and integrated credential. The result of the experiment is shown in table I. The result shows that after integrating credentials the average execution time for aforementioned trust negotiation session is decreased by 6% and the space (defrule rule-springfield-service (credential (id ?i1) (issuer "O=Acme Fabrication,C=USA") (subject "O=Acme Fabrication,C=USA")) (credential (id ?i2) (map ?m2) (issuer "O=Acme Fabrication,C=USA") (subject "O=Acme Springfield,C=USA")) (test (eq "Branch Office" (?m2 get "Type"))) (credential (id ?i3) (map ?m3) (subject ?s3) (issuer "O=Acme Springfield,C=USA")) (test (eq "Service" (?m3 get "Type"))) (credential-chain (credentials $?c)) (test (is-root ?i1 ?c)) (test (is-nth ?i2 2 ?c)) (test (is-leaf ?i3 ?c)) => (assert (satisfaction (resource-name creds) (credentials ?c)))) requirement in disk was reduced by 30.5%. After redefining the IOM anipulation module of TrustBuilder2 framework the limited disclosure of credential content is achieved. Only those attributes/value is disclosed which are required for satisfying the policy. The remaining fields were hidden which ensures credential content security. In the above ex. out of eight fields only the six fields of a integrated credential is disclosed which are issuer, subject, attribute emptype and its value, attribute org and its value, attribute training and its value, attribute access exception and its values in order to satisfy the policy defined in Fig. 8 for receiving the file Project_x.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The In this paper we have used TrustBuilder2 open framework to verify our findings, when we integrate the credentials, average time required to conduct the trust negotiation is faster and space required for credentials storage are lesser in compare to using separate credential. In this case we are integrating only three credentials, and we feel the difference. In the real life scenario where there are number of credential of same individual if we are able to integrate and use it, the time required to complete the trust negotiation will be faster and space required for credentials storage will be much lesser through which we can enhance the performance of ATN. Along with it extra burden of managing separate credentials can also be removed. In another finding by associating policy and redefining module only those attributes/ value pairs will be disclosed which are required to establish trust, the remaining will be hidden through which we can preserve the privacy of an individuals and organizations credentials.
